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Situation

- Many approaches in metaphor and non-
literal language detection rely on their
own, usually small, datasets

- Can we use the same, simple model, to
reliably detect various different non-
literal phenomena?

Approach

- We present a large-scale analysis of a
neural model for non-literal language
classification

- at different granularities,

- in different languages,

- over various non-literal           
language phenomena

- We compare different pre-trained word
embeddings on a token-level metaphor
detection task

http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de

Tasks and Data

Model Comparison and Analysis
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Token-level Metaphor Detection [1]

- English corpus, annotated per token     
(tok-met)

- 103,865 (content) tokens
- 15% tokens metaphoric

Construction-level Metaphor Detection [2]

- English corpus, annotated per adjective-
noun construction (adj-noun-met)

- 1,738 constructions
- 47% constructions metaphoric

Idiomatic infinitive-verb compounds [3]

- German corpus, annotated per          
infinitive-verb compound (inf-verb)

- 5,249 sentences with instances of six  
different infinitive-verb compounds

- 64% compounds non-literal

Non-literally used particle verbs [4]

- German corpus, annotated per
particle verb (part-verb)

- 6,436 sentences with instances of
165 different particle verbs

- 35% verbs non-literal

“Auch eine Uhr, die stehen geblieben ist,    
geht zweimal am Tag richtig.”

“Along with Sir James he found the
US much more attractive, […]”

“Auf den Decken sitzt man ums Feuer und
lässt den ereignisreichen Tag nachklingen.”

“Wind and wave power providing 
the green energy of the future.”

“Auch eine Uhr, die stehen geblieben
ist, geht zweimal am Tag richtig.”

Token-level Metaphor Detection

- High performance                                    
spread over diff.                                          
hyper-parameter                        
configurations for                               
convrsn, due to                             
comparably short                              
sentence length

- Low spread for                                       
remaining corpus

Construction-level Metaphor Detection

- Our approach (F1 = 0.79) is outperformed 
by a feature-based approach [2] (0.85), 
which specifically models the interaction 
between construction components in [2]

- Some adjectives produce false positives 
(honest opinion) and negatives (honest 
meal), indicating embedding problems

- The difference to a specialized network [5] 
is rather small (0.81) for 200 test instances

Idiomatic infinitive-verb compounds

- Label distribution for sitzen lassen is 
highly skewed

- stehen bleiben appears often at the end 
of a sentence, highlighting a problem 
with the windowed approach

Non-literally used particle verbs

- Our approach (F1 = 0.85) is outperformed 
by an approach using multi-sense 
embeddings [6] (0.88), which could also  
be incorporated into our model

- Balanced label distribution of (non-)literal 
training instances is no deciding factor for 
accuracy

Embedding comparison
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- Overall, word2vec embeddings perform best

- GloVe yields by far the worst results, even 
though they have the highest token coverage

- Levy and Komninos, which both encode 
dependencies, have the lowest recall on convrsn
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F1 scores for different embeddings

- Context windows are being encoded using LSTMs

- The token or construction                                  
being classified is encoded                                
using a dense layer

- Hyperparameters:

- No. of dense layers

- Layer sizes

- Usage of the                                                         
same LSTM                                                                   
for left and                                                        
right context
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